8000 343 343

HRC Group - Service Unlimited…..
Painting or Property Management
Carpet Cleaning or Catering
Pest Control or Interior Designing
Sofa shampooing or Façade Cleaning
Security or Central Air Conditioning

HRC Group
Business Verticals

HRC Group Standards
CERTICIFATIONS, AFFILIATIONS & STANDARDS

HRC - JCS
Your one stop shop for all
your Cleaning, Painting,
Handyman and Restoration
works

About Us
HRC – Justcall (JCS) is an established, professional, safe and reliable domestic and commercial
maintenance service provider with Head office at Chennai and branches at Coimbatore and
Hyderabad. We provide a variety of services: carpentry, plumbing, electrical installation/repairs,
and other handyman tasks, we handle large and small property requirements. Our local presence
cater to businesses and residential community. They are supported by our customer services
department which interfaces with the clients.
We pride ourselves on our quality standard of work at a very competitive price. All work that is
undertaken, small to large jobs, there is no job too small. With our highly experienced and
trustworthy multi skilled team we are 100% confident that our friendly and qualified tradesman
will do the very best job, on time, every time.

Our Services
 House or Office painting – Interior and
Exterior
 Kitchen and bathroom remodels
 Granite and marble Scrubbing
 Closet Installation
 Tile grouting & Gutter cleaning
 Duct and Chimney Cleaning
 Pressure wash decks, driveways,
walkways, and sidewalks
 Carpet or Floor Staining
 Moss removal
 Facade and Windows Cleaning
 Refurbishing Walkways, Stairs and
Entrances
 Container Painting
 Porta Cabins and Offices
 Carpet and Chairs Shampooing
 Floor Polishing
 House Cleaning

Our Specialities

We are recognised as a highly respected professional carpet cleaning company. Our experienced
carpet cleaners have built an excellent reputation and are trusted for the high standards and
effectiveness of our cleaning service. All of our professional carpet cleaners are equipped with the
most advanced and latest KARCHER machines. These machines will clean right down to the base
of your carpets and extract grit, dirt and stains and leave your carpets fresh, clean and healthy.
We only use safe environmentally friendly solutions to deep-clean all types of carpets based on
the manufacturer’s recommendations. We use the most advanced stain removal methods
together with professional stain removal treatments to tackle any stain.

Our Specialities

We provide a comprehensive hard floor cleaning and maintenance service – whatever be the
floor type, we have the solutions. All types of hard floors can be cleaned, maintained and
polished to help provide a stimulating working environment for your house, office, your
employees, and a warm welcome for your customers and visitors. Professional cleaning
transforms a previously dull floor into a beautifully finished floor that both looks fantastic
and offers a good level of protection.








Granite / Marble floors
Parquet / Wooden floors
Ceramic tiled floors
Driveways & public areas
Terracotta floors
Vinyl floors.

Our Specialities

Our upholstery cleaners use the latest upholstery tools from leading manufacturers and
do a intensive cleaning of your chair or sofa. We will spare no expense in the effort to
deliver a reliable and successful soft furnishings treatment and maintenance.
We ensure the soil is removed from your soft furnishings without risking damage to the
furniture fabric or leather. Our highly experienced Upholstery Technicians undergo
continuous training in quality of work, latest technology in cleaning agents / machinery
and their safe use. Our mattress cleaning service does not offer any cure but it can help
reduce the level of severity and frequency of allergies.

Our Specialities
Our decorators are equipped with the tools to ensure that your paint is smoothly and evenly
distributed on all surfaces. Spraying can be particularly useful for projects with a tight
timescale, or for painting hard-to-reach places, but it also gives a superior finish. Of course,
there’s nothing to stop us using traditional rollers and brushes, but whether it’s a case of
spraying, brushes or rollers, it’s generally true that it’s the quality of the preparatory work that
has the biggest influence on the lasting quality of the end results. Our Engineers will advise
on the different forms of preparation that might be optional or essential for a interior painting.
These might include measures such as bleaching the walls to eradicate mould and fungal
growth, for example, a process that might be followed by a power- wash or steam-cleaning.

Our Specialities

Protecting your property from the elements is a tough and vital job, one that requires the
proper advice and materials. With many experiences to share in the exterior painting, HRC
understands how to achieve the necessary balance of the right skills, meticulous preparation
and the very best materials and equipment to ensure an immaculate finish that will last for
years to come. We have an extensive range of modern, professional kit to ensure that our
decorators are properly equipped to work unhindered on your property and able to
concentrate on achieving the very possible results. For a first class finish call today and
arrange free survey plus consultation with one of our Senior Engineers.

Capabilities

HRC Justclean (JCS) division has been solving problems and creating happy customers
since its inception. JCS services include Painting to Cleaning any Surface in a home or
office. You can choose from Water & Fire Restoration, Mold Remediation, Commercial and
Residential Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning, Persian and Oriental Rug Cleaning, Ventilation
Duct Cleaning, Tile & Grout Cleaning, Granite and Marble Cleaning, Polishing, Hard Wood
Floor Cleaning just to name the major services.

Just call us – 8000 343 343

8000 343 343

Our Clients

CHENNAI
#139, 2nd floor
3rd Main Road,
Kolathur,
Chennai 600099

COIMBATORE

HYDERABAD

Srivari Srimat 3rd floor
Door No.1045,
Avinashi Road,
Coimbatore 641018

Oval Building, Level 2,
Plot # 18, Madhapur,
Hitech City
Hyderabad 500033

Contact Person
Ms. Subhashini

Email
sales@hrcgroup.co.in
info@hrcgroup.co.in
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